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The Service Design Working group presented to the RHAG and invited Horizon staff on August 

11th. It met with consensus endorsement and collaborative next steps are being addressed later 

this month. 

 

Community recruitment and retention 

• Through a collaborative effort between physicians in Sackville, Mt.A, RHAG members 

and the Town, Sackville registered as a sponsor for the Job Fair for physicians (2022 

Dalhousie Family Medicine Education weekend in Saint Andrews) at the end of 

September in St. Andrews. Two local physicians are confirmed, as well as a speaker for 

an evening event, and the Town will assist with a booth. This is an excellent opportunity 

to promote Sackville to potential physicians. 
• A reminder that the Community’s own recruitment site: 

https://www.sackvillehealthcarejobs.ca/ was developed through a collaborative effort 

between the RHAG, the Town of Sackville, the Memramcook Tantramar Task Force, the 

Sackville Memorial Hospital Foundation and Horizon Health. 

Update on the Horizon / RHAG collaboration: 

1) HHN project coordinator (Lori Hebert) was asked by Horizon to design and manage a 

similar collaboration process and agreement with the Sussex area. They took Sackville’s 

collaboration documents and changed the names to Sussex in order to offer an outline for 

discussion. Mayor Mesheau & John Higham attended and described that HHN took our 

volunteer agenda/objectives as the basis of a collaboration, so the documents Sussex has, 

reflects our non-council priorities, and they would need to consider their own community 

needs.    

2) In the meeting the RHAG’s view that longer term collaboration requires a genuine 

governance role for communities again was tabled, and suggested that Sussex should 

consider that as one of its outcomes.      

3) RHAG co-chairs (Pat & John) met Carol Chapman of ThriveNB and discussed Thrives’ 

role in helping HHN retain new recruits. As RHAG shares the retention goals, they 

agreed to maintain contact with Carol to be able to provide issues and opportunities, and 

that similar links in other communities would be good.   

4) Lack of immediate and/or transitional accommodations in very tight markets is a big 

challenge. Some discussions were held with potential partners in Sackville. 

5) The UMNB has released its panel on local roles on Community-based Health care for 

October 7 and RHAG and HHN are panelists.  
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